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OSCILLATION THEOREMS FOR SOLUTIONS
OF HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS

CHARLES   KAHANE

Abstract. It is shown that solutions of hyperbolic equations in

cylindrical space time domains which vanish on the lateral boundary

of the cylinder must have arbitrarily large zeros in the interior of the

cylinder. In case the coefficients of the equation are time independent

the solutions will have arbitrarily large zeros on any interior line of

the cylinder.

This paper concerns the oscillations of solutions of hyperbolic equations.

More specifically, we shall consider solutions of the equation

(0 u,t=y—(aiÂx,t)^L)-c(x,t)u
tl dxk \ dx,/

in some space-time cylinder Li x (0, co), where we assume that the operator

on the right is uniformly elliptic:

(2) 2 «*(*. »MA fc i" l£l2     0* > 0)
i.k

and that c(x, 0=^0 in Qx (0, co). We shall further assume that the coeffi-

cients ajk are in C'(Üx(0, co)) and that their derivatives are uniformly

bounded in Öx(0, oo); while c(.x,t) will be assumed continuous in

Üx(0, co). We will first want to consider classical solutions of (1) with

well-defined boundary values on BLixiO, co) and we will take this to

mean a function u(x, t) in C2(Ùx (0, oo)) which satisfies (1) in Lix (0, oo).

Concerning O we assume it to be a bounded domain in En with dLi a

sufficiently smooth n— 1 dimensional manifold having a well-defined

exterior normal at every point. This being understood our first result is

Theorem 1. Let a(x, t) be a solution of (l)inLix (0, oo) which vanishes

on dLix (0, oo). Then for any r>0, u must have a zero in Lix [t, co).

Remark. A result of this type has been obtained by K. Kreith [3] for

the case of one space variable x, with the operator on the right of (1)

having the form 32/3.v1 — k(xx, t). His method extends to second order

elliptic operators in higher dimensions provided that the principal part
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admit separation of variables. No such restriction is placed on the elliptic

operators considered in Theorem 1, so that it applies to a more general

class of equations.

Proof. Assume on the contrary, that u never vanishes inüx [t, oo)

and for definiteness suppose that u is positive in this set. We shall obtain a

contradiction by showing that for some suitable positive </>(x) e C2(ù),

the integrals

(3) lit) = \uix,t)<pi.
Ja

x) dx

cannot be positive for all t—r.

Our choice of <f> will be guided by the requirement that Mi(f>)— — 1 in £i

for all elliptic operators

m = 2 *ik(x) t^z- + 2 ft<*) /- - «(*)
¡,k dxjdxk     y dx¡

whose coefficients satisfy the conditions

(4)   2^-MfA^Hfl2   0<>0),      {2ß%x)T^ß   and    k(x) = 0
i.k '   i '

in Í2. To construct such a <£, let o be the radius of an open sphere centred

at the origin which contains Q and let f(r) denote the solution of pf"(r)—

ßf(r)=-l on [0, P] with/(p)=/'(0)=0; that is, the function

fir) = (Hp/W - yP) - (Hpy2)(e?T - yr),

where y = ßp~1. We now take <f>(x)=f(\x\). It is easily verified that f)(x) e

C2(En), is positive for |*|<p and hence positive for xe Ú. Furthermore,

f'(M)l
M(<f>) = f"(\x\) I^Wfi

X i   Xj.

+/M 2 a„w +f(\x\) 2 ftw ̂  -/(MM»)
1*1    i i        M

so that in view of f(r)=0, f(r)=0, f"(r)-f'(r)/r^0 when re [0, p],

and the conditions (4)

M(<¿)
xiy

p +i\f"(\x\)-f-^
L ix

ä«/""(W)-|8/'(|x|)=-l

f'(\x\)
P+f'(\x\)(2ß%x)j'

in ii. Hence for sufficiently small positive e, e.g. «=[supQ <j>Y112, it will

then follow that

(5) M(<f>) + e2<t> <; 0
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in Li for all M satisfying the conditions (4). We note that the construction

of <f> is closely related to the construction of a "strong barrier" (cf. [1]).

We now multiply equation (1) by (f> and integrate over Li:

utt<f> dx =    Lu<f> dx
Jo. Jo.

where L denotes the operator on the right on (1), i.e.

L = 2 a" (aJk{x, t) jj-) - c(x, t).
U Wt* \ dxj

Integrating by parts we then obtain, since u vanishes on dLix(0, co),

(6) utt(f> dx —    uL*<p dx =    <f> — do,
Jci Jn Jo    dv

here L* = ^jk (3/9x3)(aij.(x, t)d\dxk) — c(x, t) is the operator adjoint to L,

do denotes the element of area on dLi, and at any point x of dLi, d\dv

denotes the directional derivative

d       -y-*      .     .      d
j- = 2 ai*{x< Oy* r- .
dv     J7Í dx,

y». being the Arth component of the exterior unit normal to dLi at x. Because

of the ellipticity assumption (2), d¡dv is outwardly directed from dLi.

Since «>0 in Li and vanishes on dLi when í _tr, it follows that any exterior

derivative on 911 such as du/dv must be nonpositive for ?^t. Therefore,

(6) leads to

utt<f> dx — \ u
Jo. Jn

L*<¿ f/x ^ 0

for t^.T. Now for fixed but arbitrary />0, L* is an elliptic operator

satsifying the conditions (4). Hence, by (5), — L*</>^£2</>; and we conclude

that I(t)=$n u(x, t)<f>(x) dx satisfies the differential inequality

I"(t) + e2I(t) ^0    for t S* t.

To see that this inequality is incompatible with the positivity of I(t) for

í_:t we multiply it through by sin e(r—t) and then integrate over the

interval [t, t+tt/s] on which this factor is nonnegative:

/*r+ir/£ i»r+B-/E

/"(r)sin e(i - r) dt + e2 /(f)sin e(i - t) at < 0.

Integrating by parts this becomes

e[/(r + tt/e) + /(r)] ^ 0,
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and thus I(t) cannot be positive for t^ir. This completes the proof of

Theorem 1.

In case the coefficients in (1) are independent of t a stronger result

holds. It will be more convenient to formulate this result in terms of

generalized solutions. Accordingly, let Hl(Li) denote the closure of Crf(il)1

under the norm
\l/2

hi = (f'S^to*)";
we will regard the elements of //¿(Ü) as vanishing in a generalized sense on

dLi. Suppose now that for fixed / 6 (0, co), u(x, t) e Hl(Li) and that as

a function of t, u(x, t) is continuous in the //¿(O) norm and continuously

differentiable in the L2(Li) norm, i.e.

u(x, t + At) — u(x, t)

At
- ut(x, t) 0

/.jo.)

as A/—>-0, with ut(x, t) continuous as a function of / in the L2(Li) norm.

Such a function will be said to be a generalized solution of the equation

du'
(7) ««= 2^r
in üx (0, oo) if the identity

Âx) du\

dxj
c(x)u

uty)tdxdt=\\   2flj)tr^-r^-+ C"V
JJ JJ \-j k      dxj dxk.

dx dt

holds for any fix, t) e C0°°(Ox (0, oo)).

Our assumptions on the coefficients in (7) are uniform ellipticity:

2í.*M*)£f*^¿«|£|2> symmetry: ajk(x)=akj(x), and c(x)^0 in Li; as to

their smoothness, we suppose that ajk(x) e C2(Ù) and c(x) e C1(Ci).

Provided that dLi is suitably smooth, these assumptions are sufficient to

guarantee (cf. [2]) the existence of a complete orthogonal set of C2(Li)

eigenfunctions for the problem L<j> + X(f>=0 in Li, </>=0 on dLi, L being the

operator on the right of (7); the eigenvalues forming a sequence of real

positive numbers tending to oo. Furthermore, any generalized solution

u(x, t) of (7) can then be represented in terms of a normalized set of

eigenfunctions {<f>¡(x)} and corresponding eigenvalues k¡ in a series of the

form

(8)        u(x, f) = 2 K cos #*(* - <o) + ßs sin X)/2(t - f0)]^(x),

1 C|°(5) denotes the set of infinitely differentiable functions with compact support

contained in the open set S.
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where t0 is any positive number, with the series converging in £2(f2) for

each / g (0, oo) so that

(9) 2(«5 + ß)<°°-
j

We are now prepared to state our second result.

Theorem 2. Let u(x, t) be a generalized solution of (7) in Q. x (0, co)

iand thus "vanishing" on 3Ü.X (0, co) in the sense of being an element in

/Y¿(f2)). Assume in addition that uix, t) is continuous in fix (0, co). Then

for each fixed x e Cl, uix, t) vanishes for a sequence of values of t which

approach co.

Remark.    Conditions ensuring the continuity of generalized solutions

of (7) are described in [2].

Proof.    In view of (9), the series (8) converges in £2(fi) uniformly with

respect to r>0. Accordingly, we may integrate it termwise and this yields

m(x, t) dr

= 2 ¿71/2K- sin X)'\t - t0) - ßt cos X)/2it - r0)]^(jc) + c0ix)
j

for i>0, where c0(x)= Tj■ Kj^ß^ix) is a function in £2(0). Repeating

this procedure, say, altogether 2m times, we obtain

I*it-rfm-1
- uix, t) dr

to (2m - 1)!

= 2 (-1)"VK cos l)'\t - t0) + ßj sin iTil - Qfaix)

2m—1 ( i t \2ra-1—k

+ yCkix)SJ—Jo)-
¿S (2m -l-k)\

for r>0, with the ckix)'s certain elements in £2(£i).

Now if m is sufficiently large the series 2; ^JZm4'*(x) converges pointwise

uniformly in LI [2, Lemma 1, p. 111]. It then follows by (9) and Schwarz's

inequality that the series

(11)    SJx, i) = 2 (-iWfo cos 'AT(t - ¡o) + ßi sin ?J/\t - Qlfaix)
3

converges uniformly with respect to the L01 norm in Ox (— co, + co) for

m suitably large. Thus, Sm(x,t) is continuous in fix(0, co). Since the

same is true of

''(i-r)2'"-1

i

u(x, t) (It
to (2m - 1)!
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(in view of the assumed continuity of w(x, t)), each of the L2(Li) functions

ck(x) appearing on the right of (10) is actually a continuous function of x

and hence well-defined everywhere in Í2. There is, therefore, no difficulty in

concluding that for every fixed value of x e Q, the function

Tct(x)<^-
k6o (2m- I- k)\

has derivatives of all orders with respect to t. Accordingly, from (10), we

see that for x 6 O, Sm(x, /) has derivatives up to order 2m with respect to

/, and that

(i2)      iftTSm(x' °=u(x' °in °x (o'œ)'

Next, as a further consequence of the uniform convergence in O x (— oo,

+ 00) of the series (11), its sum ^„(x, t) represents an almost periodic

function in / for each fixed x e Li. Moreover, since all the Xfs are different

from zero, Sm(x, t) must have mean value zero:

1   Ca+T

lim — Sm(x, t) dt = 0.
T-00   T Ja

Hence, if Sm(x, t) never changes sign it will have to be identically zero

[4, Lemma 379, p. 191]. On the other hand, if Sm(x, t) changes sign once,

due to almost periodicity it will have to change sign for an infinite sequence

of pairs of values of t which tend to 00. In either case Sm(x, t) will vanish

for a sequence of values of t which approach 00. In view of (12), the same

will then be true for u(x, t) due to Rolle's theorem, and this completes

the proof of Theorem 2.
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